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Google removed seven Android apps from the Play Store after it was discovered that they allowed people to persecute others. The apps were pretty popular, with 130,000 total downloads. All seven apps were apparently created by a single Russian developer. Google pulled seven apps from the Play Store after Avast's mobile threat researchers discovered
they had allowed people to persecute romantic employees, children or partners. Avast reported four of the apps to Google on Tuesday, after which they were quickly removed from the Play Store. The other three apps were flagged on Wednesday and were also pulled. The apps required the author to access the target's phone and then install the app to start
spying. They were then asked to enter their email address and password so that the spying app could be sent there. After that, snoopers could access sensitive information such as the target's location, contacts, SMS, and call history. It is almost impossible for the target to detect the spying app as the snoop can hide all the app signs from the target phone,
including icons. Spying apps have been posted on the Play Store as tools designed to help parents monitor their children or help employers monitor their employees' working hours. Of the seven apps that have been removed from Google, Spy Tracker and SMS Tracker have been the most popular, both installed more than 50,000 times. All seven combined
apps have been installed more than 130,000 times. Nikolaos Chrysaidos, Avast's head of mobile threat intelligence and security, said in a statement: Better antivirus apps for Android in 2019 We could earn a purchase fee using our links. Learn more. Keeping track of all our apps is almost impossible, especially when changing devices or performing a factory
reset. Google makes it pretty painless to re-install all your apps on a new or reset device, but if you're looking for a specific app whose name you might no longer remember, things get a little complicated. Here's how to find old apps purchased on the Google Play Store! Find old apps Before you specifically review purchased apps, let's take a quick look at
how Google tracks your old apps for you. This method of finding apps isn't especially useful when you find purchased apps unless you already know what you're looking for. Open the Google Play Store app. Open the burger menu by tapping the three horizontal lines in the upper left corner. Tap My Apps &amp; Games.The apps currently installed on your
phone are located on the Installed tab that is correctly named. The library lists the apps you've ever installed on your android devices past and present but are no longer on your phone. The sorting options on the Library tab include only recent and alphabetical, and the Installed tab adds last updated, last used, and size. Particularly absent is any way to
distinguish between free and purchased apps in both of these sections. You're also unlucky if you don't know the name what you're looking for (and then you can just look for it). Finding purchased apps Find purchased apps, in particular, requires some additional steps. Open the Google Play StoreOpen the burger menu by tapping the three horizontal lines in
the upper left corner. Scroll down and tap accounts. Tapping on Order History. Order History is where you'll find a list of all purchases made through Google Play. Unfortunately, this list also includes books, movies, TV shows, songs and albums that you may have purchased through Google Play, and all the in-app purchases you've ever made. Depending on
your order history, you may need a lot of scrolling, but you should be able to find all the purchased apps you were looking for. There may also be some surprises in there. I had the OG Moto 360 smartwatch in 2015 and had bought some dials at the time. I didn't keep the watch for long, and when I changed smartphones afterwards, I didn't re-install any of
these apps again. I got the Huawei Watch 2 last year, but I completely forgot about those dials. When I was looking at the order history, I was able to download and use them again. The web app does it (slightly) betterYou can find out your order history using the web app as well. Go to play.google.com on a web browser on your PC or Android device and
basically follow the same steps listed above. Go to your account and open Order History to see all your purchases. The web app does it slightly better than the smartphone app because the Order History section has a Category-based sorting feature.Using this, you can filter and sort your purchases based on Android apps, movies, music, books, newsstands,
and devices, which makes it a little easier to find what you're looking for. If you're like me, most of your orders are apps and in-app purchases (which are also shown in the Android app category), which means finding an old app purchased is still annoying. There is an app for this If you have ever grumbled about a missing software feature on your
smartphone, you may have heard the phrase Probably there is an app for this in response. If you're looking for old apps purchased, there's actually an app for it. You can download the App app purchased from the Google Play Store here. Open the app, tap your Google account, and the entire order history will be shown. Opening the burger menu by tapping
the three horizontal lines in the upper left corner shows the different categories of apps purchased, as well as the total number of purchases and the amount spent. Just more information that isn't directly available from the Google Play Store.Where the app also has a leg on the Google Play Store is when it comes to the filters available. Tap the three vertical
points in the upper right corner and tap Filter. Here you will see the options based on the installation status (everything, only installed or uninstalled) and the type of purchase (everything, in-app only, no in-app). Select No in-app and you be able to see a list of all the apps purchased. Why is it still a thing? From its days as an Android market, to the launch of
the Google Play Store, the app store has seen many changes, updates and reproductions. So why is it still so complicated to just find a list of apps you bought? The My Apps &amp; Games section is practically useless in this regard. You can find what you need in your order history, but there's no way to sort or filter the list to narrow it down. The web app has
a filter, but it may not be of much help. It is a third-party app that manages to do the best job. You don't need to go to a hidden section to see the entire order history. The perfect filter options make scrolling much less tedious. Google should have been able to implement something similar by now, and hopefully it will soon. Today marks the last time malware-
infected apps are detected on the Google Play Store, the third this month. But while previously reported cases malicious apps have been used to steal private data or display intrusive ads, today's crop is more interested in using your phone to create fraudulent clicks on ads. The way it works is simple: infected apps constantly require ads and then claim that
the user clicked on them, which generates advertising revenue for the scammer. And while this may not seem like a big deal, it results in both battery and mobile data consumption, as well as a potential delay on low-end devices. Or, to put things into perspective, a single app left overnight required more than 3,000 ads and clicked on 169 of them. The
numbers associated with this type of malware are also impressive: more than 300, with a total of 4-14 million installs. The apps themselves are mostly animated backgrounds or simple utilities – researchers have specifically pointed the finger at the following app developers: Attunable, Classywall, Firamo, FlameryHot, NeonApp, Goopolo, Litvinka Co,
Livelypapir, Tuneatpa Personalization, Waterflo, X Soft, and Zheka.La search comes from advertising fraud detection agency eZanga, which claims to have immediately notified Google of malicious apps. And while Google has historically been ready to act on similar occasions, it seems clear that its current malware detection practices don't work as they
should be. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Getting hands-on time with apps, games, and other software before they're technically ready for prime time can be fun. And it's not only good for you, but your feedback also helps developers refine the experience across multiple devices and in different sets of circumstances. Google gets this, so it actually
has a special section Play Store only for early release software. RELATED: How to install apps you can't find in the Play Store on your Android device This Early Access arena is exactly as it sounds: a place for developers to upload near-finished but not complete apps and games for people To try. These apps and games are stable enough to install and
play, but they may have some quirks or errors that can potentially hinder the experience. As I said, the idea is to get you an idea of what to expect, as well as help the developer find any nodes as they arise. It's a win-win. Accessing this section of the Play Store is actually very easy. First, open the Play Store. You will find it in the app drawer and basically on
any Android device. Assuming you haven't opened it in a while, it should start on the Apps &amp; Games page. If not, open the menu by sliding from the left side of the screen and select Apps &amp; Games. On the apps &amp; games main page, there are ads for new apps or others worthy of highlighting, with a carousel or keywords and categories just
below. Go through these keywords by scrolling quickly, and you'll eventually see one labeled Early Access. Touch that little guy. Like magic, you will be wiped out in a land of early access software, not entirely beta, but not entirely stable. Welcome to the intermediate stage of the software. Do the dizzying. This section is divided into two simple sections: New
Apps and Games in Development. A handful of each will be displayed under each subtitle, with the ability to view the full catalog by tapping the More link next to the respective ad. Google takes care of this section quite heavily from what I can say, so don't expect a huge catalog to choose from. Instead, you'll be looking at 15-20 different apps or games to
take a closer look at, which is nice. From here, the app or game will be installed like any other: just tap what you want to pull out, and then press the Install button. The main difference you will see here is the disclaimer just below said button, which lets you know that the app is still in development and is unstable. Otherwise, the app will be installed and
updated just like any other app from the Play Store. Keep it simple, you know? It is worth keeping in mind that this is completely different from Google's beta software program, which allows developers to upload beta versions of existing apps, keeping them on a channel separate from the stable version but still below the same list as the Play Store. Users are
then able to register for beta access, at which point their stable app will be updated to the beta channel. Channel.
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